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Reach Coveted Audiences on the Peninsula and in the Tri-Valley

Put your marketing message alongside our trusted, award-winning journalism


Start reaching more locals today



Start today
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Embarcadero Media

Audiences you want. Local news they trust.



From local business owners to Stanford educators to the entrepreneurs and venture capitalists who built Silicon Valley, Embarcadero Media serves as the leading media company and the most trusted source for local news and information. Since 1979, we've produced award-winning journalism for multiple local newspapers, eight news and entertainment websites, and numerous specialty magazines on the Peninsula and in the Tri-Valley.

Our success stems from the deep connection we've established with the communities we serve and our constant innovation to expand our audience through digital initiatives and an uncompromising commitment to quality journalism. No other media company offers businesses comparable options for reaching our markets so comprehensively.













Our Publications
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Our Story



For the last 40 years, Embarcadero Media has helped connect businesses with residents of the dynamic Peninsula and Tri-Valley areas. We've worked with large and small companies and organizations to strategize and implement their creative visions. With a dynamic mix of print and digital solutions, we deliver impactful advertising options amongst our award-winning journalism.

We connect hyper-local, diverse audiences with the communities they live and work in, creating an environment where your marketing message can make the biggest impact.

Learn more
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Our Audience



Embarcadero Media readers, like the Bay Area, are unique in that they have different education levels, socioeconomic statuses , ethnicities, lifestyles, living situations and interests. Aside from visiting our website multiple times per week, they love to try new restaurants, explore outdoors, take on home-improvement projects and stay active in mind and body.

Learn more











Marketing Solutions









Digital Advertising

Highly visible, impactful and measurable options to reach over 1M monthly website visitors 

Learn More











Email Advertising

Get into over 50,000 local inboxes with targeted and quantifiable email campaigns 

Learn More











Print Advertising

Boost your brand identity to over 97,000 local readers in our award-winning print newspapers and glossy magazines 

Learn More














What Our Customers Have to Say
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Embarcadero Media's advertising experts helped us increase sales for our Celebrity Forum lecture series, by working within our budget and creating a marketing campaign that included a combination of effective print and digital ads. Professional and friendly customer service combined with their expertise made the entire process run smoothly. We also added a marketing email blast which was sent to their entire Peninsula email list. Within the first hour after the email was sent, we saw a huge spike in ticket sales. Well worth the investment!


Foothill College
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Embarcadero Media has been instrumental in building the Facebook Festivals brand...Starting out in 2015, it was apparent that Facebook could not rely on social media alone to drive foot traffic to public events hosted on our campus. With your guidance and print media expertise, we've been able to grow a small Farmers Market with a few hundred visitors to now, Facebook Festivals with over 10,000 attendees per event.


Facebook
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DeLeon Realty cherishes the ability to reach buyers and sellers in the local community with precision-focused exposure through print and online advertisements in the Palo Alto Weekly, Voice, and Almanac.


DeLeon



















Ready to get serious about marketing your business?












Get proven marketing strategies and ideas tailored for Bay Area businesses in your inbox once a month.

* indicates required


Email Address *





First Name 




Last Name 




Company 




Source 
	Advertising Homepage
































Want more information about advertising? Contact us
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Audiences you want. Local news they trust.













Get more information about advertising
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